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CBOA OFFICIATING POSTSEASON PRIMER
PLAYOFF

Playoffs 
Welcome to the most 

exciting time of the 
basketball season — the 
playoffs. 

Whether you are an 
experienced, seasoned 
veteran or a first-
time playoff official 

battling butterflies at the thought of 
what is ahead of you, I offer the same 
message I deliver to team captains in 
our playoff pregame meetings: “Do 
the things that got you here.” The 
stage may be bigger and the lights 
may be a bit brighter, but the game is 
the same. You have earned the right to 
be where you are. Trust your training 
and preparation. Both will serve you 
well. 

In an effort to assist on the 
preparation front, our partners at 
NASO have developed this Playoff 
Primer. It is designed to get you 
thinking about some situations that 
may come up during your playoff run. 
Since you will probably be seeing 
some coaches for the first time, the 
communication information on pages 
5 and 6 can be very useful.

My first year as CBOA Instructional 
Chair has been a tremendous learning 
experience. I want to thank the many 
instructors and members who took 
the time to ask questions and offer 
insights throughout the year. I will be 
using this experience and information 
to continue our program’s growth as 
a leader in officiating training and 
development.

Good luck as you wrap up the 
regular season and head into the 
playoffs. As always, we welcome your 
feedback.

Matt Bennett
CBOA Instructional Chair

Know When to Blow

The whistle you carry is the greatest 
tool you have beyond your 
partner(s). Those two things can 

work against each other if you do not 
remember the fundamentals of coverage 
areas. In other cases it is acceptable to 
have two whistles on a play. On rare 
occasions in three-person crews you will 
hear three whistles at once.

Most everyone has been involved 
in a dreaded blarge (one official has 
a charge while another has a block). 

Or they have been a part of a double-
whistle situation where partners had 
conflicting rulings. How can that be 
prevented?

Generally those situations occur 
because the two partners do not know 
that each other’s whistles were sounded 
at the very same moment. Sometimes 
it is difficult to hear your partner’s 
whistle and vice versa.

Understanding when you should 
sound your whistle is critical. There are 
three different types of whistles that an 
official should use.

An immediate whistle. Officials 
should sound their whistle at or shortly 
after the point of contact. An immediate 
whistle is needed to clean up action. 
Rough play and non-basketball plays 
fall under that category. Those plays 
are the ones officials want to be quick 
to address. Ruling on those situations 
tends to require an immediate whistle 
because failing to address those 
situations can often lead to further 
rough play in retaliation. Another 
situation requiring an immediate 
whistle is action away from the ball.

A patient whistle. A patient whistle 
should be used when you need to watch 
a play through the entire start, develop 
and finish phase of the play prior 
to making a ruling. It is sometimes 
referred to as a slow whistle. A drive 
to the basket is an example of a play 
where you want to be slow to see the 
play through the finish phase.

A cadence whistle. Unlike the 
immediate and patient whistles, a 
cadence whistle is one that is used outside 
of an official’s primary area. That may be 
familiar to most as a secondary whistle, 
defined as a call that is made after the 
primary official has had an opportunity to 

+ PAGE 5
 Talk the Talk
Use your voice to lead you to success.

+ PAGE 6
 Two Trails Are Better Than One
High-action areas presents unique 
situations for the crew — when and 
how you should adjust accordingly.

+ PAGE 7
 Those Precious Timeouts
Should you tell a coach he or she has 
one timeout left differently than when a 
coach is out of timeouts?
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NWhen double whistles occur, the default 
position should be to give up the play from 
the secondary position to the primary official 
to take to the table. Brent Lawson (left), Camp 
Hill, Pa., and Rick Stains, Middletown, Pa. +  See “Know When to Blow” p .2
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make a call or a call that is in support of 
the primary official (a.k.a. a help call).

Whistle cadence is the tempo at which 
an official sounds the whistle, or a whistle 
that is in an official’s secondary coverage 
area. Those whistles should come at a 
later beat, allowing the primary official 
to have the first attempt at ruling on 
the play. When there is a whistle from 
both the primary and secondary official, 
they should be at different beats so no 
two whistles are sounding at the same 
moment.

Example. A drive occurring from 
the trail’s primary area continues to a 
finish phase at the basket within the 
lead’s primary. When the play involves 
a defender from the lead’s primary it 
becomes the lead’s play. Therefore, the 
trail will continue to officiate the play 
while having an understanding that it 
is now the lead’s decision to make the 
primary ruling.

If for any reason the trail has 
knowledge that a foul has occurred, the 
trail does not withhold that information 
from the crew. Instead, the trail will 
wait for the lead to have had a normal 
opportunity to make a ruling. If the lead 
does not have a ruling for a foul, the 
trail will come in sounding the whistle 
on the play that needs a ruling for a foul 
or violation.

Patient whistle from primary. 
Remember when you are about to call 
a play in your secondary and use a 
cadence whistle, the primary official 
may be exercising a good use of a 
patient whistle. The primary official’s 
whistle likely is not going to come at 
immediate contact, unless rough play 
has occurred or a scenario as described 
earlier occurs. Therefore the cadence 
whistle is going to be at an even later 
moment than a patient whistle from the 
primary official.

A cadence whistle may seem less than 
comfortable the first few times, but you 

will come to learn that it prevents the 
uncertain situation of not knowing your 
partner also sounded the whistle. Work to 
eliminate the conflicting rulings/signals.

Double whistles are generally 
accepted at varying levels. The more you 
work on trusting your partners prior to 
coming in quickly with a secondary call, 
the better off you will be in counteracting 
your own worst enemy — you.

In addition, take into account the view 
of your partner within the secondary area 
that you are considering helping. Ask 
yourself if your partner has an open look. 
If so, is he or she passing on the play? 
Those are two important questions to 
answer before coming in with a cadence 
secondary whistle.

The crew will be more successful 
by working toward not having any two 
whistles sounded at the same moment. 
Leave beat one for the primary official 
and beat two for the secondary play — 
the ruling that is an absolute strike down 
the middle. 

Next Problem, Please

Terms you might be familiar with: 
“action areas,” “engaged match-ups” 
and “unengaged match-ups.”

“Action areas” are defined as the 
locations on the floor where two or more 
players are engaged with their opponent or 
within close proximity to one another.

“Engaged match-ups” are defined as 
when two opponents are in close proximity 
to one another as opposed to a separation 
of open space between two opponents. 
Conversely, “unengaged match-ups” are 
defined as when two opponents have a 
separation of open space between them.

In the MechaniGram, the initial setup, 
before any players begin moving, shows the 
point guards A1 and B1 to be in an engaged 
match-up. Also, the post player, offensive 
A5, is engaged with B2. A3 and B3 are 
not engaged at all. That is a match-up the 
officials do not need to worry about in this 
snapshot of the play. The on-ball match-up 
of A4 and B4 is loosely engaged.

How does that awareness relate to 
officiating the play at hand? While knowing 
that A1 is about to set a screen, the center 
official at that time can shift his or her focus 
to officiating that screen and does not have 
to worry about another competitive match-
up without the defender providing high 
ball pressure since B4 is unengaged.

The lead official in this play, recognizes 
first that there is about to be a ball screen 
and begins to rotate early to allow the 
center to move up to have a better look at 
the screen. The lead in rotating also puts 
himself or herself into a better position to 
help on the next action area of the screen 
action up top. A4 could drive toward the 
basket and B5, standing in the free-throw 
lane, may step in to help. The lead official 
can think ahead and get himself or herself 
ready to officiate the next action area likely 
to occur. It is also possible that A1 may 
roll to the basket on a pick-and-roll action 
where the lead can help.

The trail official in the play is able to 
step down and can provide secondary 
help on officiating the screening action 
as well once A5 starts to move across or 
away from B2, which is likely to happen 
as the play develops. That leaves the old 
trail official and new center official likely 
with no engaged match-ups and he or she 
needs to move the line of vision to the next 
competitive match-up or action area within 
his or her primary and/or secondary area.

The play provides a great example of 
the teamwork. There are only a few times 
in a game where there are five complete 
engaged match-ups. Work to find the 
first engaged match-up in your area. 

That should be the area you are focused 
on officiating. You can look through 
unengaged match-ups and provide better 
help to the crew. Once an engaged match-
up turns to an unengaged match-up, focus 
your vision ahead to the most likely next 
possible action area. By doing so, you 
will see dramatic improvement in your 
play-calling. Understanding the game and 
strategies will make you a better official. 

+ Know When to Blow
continued from p. 1
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Clean Screens

You do not always get what you want.
Once upon a time, one of the big 

reasons for moving to three-person 
mechanics was the need to clamp down on 
physical play. The game was supposed to 
flow but was being bogged down by all the 
muggings in the paint as “motion offenses” 
evolved. The two officials would be 
focusing on boring things like the dribbler 
and protecting the shooter while something 
resembling loading a Tokyo subway car at 
rush hour took place, only feet away. “Let’s 
add another official,” said the hardwood 
illuminati, “who will clamp down on the 
bumping and grinding, disguised as solid 
screens and aggressive defense.” Enter the 
center, they declared alliteratively, and life 
on the parquet returned to normal.

No, wait. Something’s wrong here. 
Why then are most rules committees 
saying officials must clamp down on the 
rough stuff? Hey, why are some athletic 
directors questioning why their officiating 
bills have increased 50 percent, but they are 
witnessing more donnybrooks than they 
saw in the good ol’ days? “I want to be just 
like (fill in name of your favorite tattooed 
behemoth),” cry the teens. So they set 
screens, pick and roll and cut to the basket 
hard enough to put Peyton Manning back 
in the orthopedic ward. Sorry, Charlie. The 
primary fault lies with the officials who 
do not enforce legal screening. Oh sure, 
officials think they will not get assigned as 
many games if they call more fouls that “the 
teams do not want called.” Are we near 
a dairy farm? Basketball, like many other 
sports, subscribes to the belief that any 
edge you can achieve, without officiating 
intervention, is fair game. “If the referees 
do not call it on them, then we can do that, 
too,” goes the logic.

Too often, we see the center standing 
over there, observing the scrum, but 
taking little action to eliminate the 
groping. Worse, we will catch the 
center ball-watching. It seems like 
there’s a “new normal,” where more 
illegal contact is tolerated in the belief 
the third official will regulate it to an 
acceptable level. Maybe some are a little 
fuzzy on what is legal and what is not. 
Let’s review.

This might get your attention: 
Football and basketball both allow 
players to block for their teammates. 
The difference is that, unlike their 
pigskin kin, basketball players may not 
initiate contact. Fundamentally, many 
hoopsters have lost sight of that fact. It 
means they cannot be moving toward 
their opponent and must have provided 
the opponent a reasonable opportunity 
to avoid contact. 

To set a legal screen, a player should be 
standing still or retreating, with his or her 
feet set no wider than shoulder width. No 
arms, knees or shoulders may be extended 
from vertical. That invites legal contact with 
the torso and turns screening into a simple 
— and intended — matter of position 
management. To avoid unnecessary contact, 
the screener has to give the opponent a 
reasonable opportunity to detect the screen 
and change course. That means the screen 
cannot be set closer than one step from the 
opponent. It also means a screen set against 
a moving opponent should allow adequate 
time and distance to be recognized, which 
is normally no more than two steps. That 
distance is intentionally short; it helps put 
the onus on the opponent to avoid crashing 
about like one of six brothers and sisters 
in a one-bathroom house. Finally, when 
the screen is set up within the visual field 
of the stationary opponent, it may be set 
anywhere short of contact.

Knitting together the screener’s and 
opponent’s responsibilities to avoid contact, 
we arrive at the notion that any contact 
in a legal screen must be incidental. That 
means that the screener has the right 
to be a nuisance but no license to leave 
fingerprints. It also means the opponent 
might make some contact in recognizing 
and reacting to a fairly set screen, but 
cannot displace the screener or “fight 
through” the screen; the opponent would 
then be initiating contact.

Summing it all up, screens have to 

The ball shall be inflated to an air 
pressure such that when it is dropped 
to the playing surface from a height 
of six feet, measured to the bottom of 
the ball, it shall rebound to a height, 
measured to the top of the ball, 
of not less than 49 inches when it 
strikes on its least resilient spot, 
and no more than 54 inches when it 
strikes on its most resilient spot.

QUICK TIP

WEAR 
YOUR 
PRIDE.

www.naso.org/apparel

You’re a dedicated offi cial. You take 

pride in your skills. Wear your pride 

with NASO and Referee branded 

apparel. High quality shirts, jackets, 

bags and other products can be 

printed or embroidered. The NASO 

and Referee logos mean something 

and your fellow offi cials will notice.

“Know, fi rst, who you are; and then 
adorn yourself accordingly.”

– Epictetus, Greek philosopher

+  See “Clean Screens” p .4
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More Than a Four-Letter Word
Editor’s note: While the advice may not apply 
directly to educational-based athletics where 
cursing shouldn’t be tolerated, consider the 
advice for other applicable situations, such as 
interactions with difficult coaches.

If you have officiated or watched 
Division I college basketball, you know 
that coaches curse. It can happen in 

any type of game, but given the greater 
propensity of coaches at the higher levels 
to “let it fly,” means you need to be more 
prepared to deal with it.

Doug Sirmons knows that. He is a 
longtime D-I basketball official and has 
“heard” it all, from the seemingly off-
handed curse to the one directed right in 
your face to get your goat. There is no set 
response for dealing with each type of rant 
the coach directs at you, since situations 
and the words used differ from case to case. 
Regardless of the level, the type of game or 
the intensity of the coach, it is a good idea to 
have tools to disarm an angry coach.

Handling profanity requires tact and 
situational awareness. How you react on 
the floor is also highly dependent on the 
coach. There are times that coaches do 
not even know they are cursing because 
it is part of their common vernacular. 
“Ask them if they even know what they 
are saying and they won’t recognize they 
have cursed. It’s second nature to them,” 
Sirmons said.

That is a large part of the problem. 
Because coaches use that type of language 
regularly, they become unaware that it is 
offensive. Depending on the type of official 
involved, it can cause additional problems.

As Sirmons described it, officials with 
less experience or those not as exposed 
to four-letter words have a harder time 
dealing with a rabid coach’s expletive. 
For example, a young guy who does not 
curse could be offended more easily than 
an experienced official, Sirmons said. “The 
younger official will struggle with those 
situations,” he said. “If you have strong 
religious beliefs, you may face similar 
problems when you hear a coach curse 
because that’s not the way you speak.”

Another issue is when an official uses 
profanity, and that draws an unintended 
response from the coach. Sirmons recalled a 
game with an official who suggested one of 
the coaches stop “bitching.” That got back 
to the supervisor, who contacted the official. 
“The coach felt the phrase offended him,” 
Sirmons said. You have to be very careful 
regarding your use of language, because it 
can lead to unintended consequences.

Your relationship with the coach will go 
a long way toward how you deal with his 
profanity. One way to address it, Sirmons 
explained, is to speak directly to the coach 
and say something like, “I’d appreciate it 
if you wouldn’t use profanity,” or, “Please 
don’t use profanity.” Sometimes that works.

Another approach Sirmons suggested 
is to pose a question to the coach, “Do you 
have to use that word? Is there a different 
word you can use?” That will get him 
thinking about his behavior and language. 
The coach may even apologize, according to 
Sirmons, who said he has gotten responses 
from coaches who’ve said, “You’re right. 
You sound like my wife. I’ve got to learn to 
phrase that differently.”

Another suggestion from Sirmons was 
to ask the coach, “Is that how you’d talk 
to your daughter?” Your approach to the 
coach depends on your relationship. If you 
have a long-standing relationship, you can 
go more on the edge with your response.

“A lot of coaches don’t know they are 
cursing. At times I’ll say, ‘I don’t curse and 
would appreciate it if you didn’t,’” he said.

Sometimes the coach’s word choice 
comes across as belittling, depending on 
where the four-letter word is inserted 
and how it is emphasized. For example, 
Sirmons pointed out, having a coach saying 
a call is “terrible” versus calling it “f___ing 
terrible” to calling you “f___ing terrible” 
all have different implications in terms of 
how the language is directed. Your response 
must be tactical and situational. Sirmons 
suggested officials give the coach other 
word choices. Humor should only be used 
selectively, but sometimes it can defuse.

“You have to get the intent of the 
coach’s message because there is profanity 
in the game,” Sirmons said. “As an official, 
you need to curtail the cursing based on 
how it is affecting your concentration in 
the game. The other coach could hear the 
cursing and if it offends his beliefs, he may 
be looking at you to see how you handle it. 
Coaches look at those types of situations for 
a competitive advantage.”

Coaches are under pressure to win, 
so Sirmons said “if you are repeatedly 
offended by the cursing, it may not be the 
right profession for you.” If nothing else 
works, “ask the coach to please stop and if 
he doesn’t, take care of business,” Sirmons 
said. 

fulfill the concept of verticality and contact 
must be avoided by both parties. Whoever, 
by their actions, disagrees with that is 
committing a foul. Since the bulk of screens 
and cuts take place in or near the free-throw 
lane, the center (off-ball official in a two-
person crew) almost always has a ringside 
(cageside?) seat to police it; there is not 
much else to do over there anyway. Yes, the 
center should be aware of the ball location 
so that he or she can anticipate a rotation. 
In the meantime the focus should be on the 
offense, looking for players moving. 

Hey, after a few trips up and down 
the floor, you can usually predict who 

on each team is going to give screening 
a try, and when. You will also pick up on 
who on defense has been instructed to 
fight pressure without clear instructions 
on what that might entail. By watching 
the offensive player, the center or off-ball 
official can determine if the screen was set 
1) short of contact, 2) with verticality, 3) 
with sufficient space for the opponent to 
react and then, 4) observe what the defense 
does to defeat the screen. In addition to a 
crash into the screen, we are looking for 
the opponent holding, reaching, tripping 
or splitting to impede the cutter. When the 
center or primary covering official looks 
from offense to defense, screening calls are 
simple.

So call them. Players get hurt when 
a sloppy screen or aggressive play is 
permitted. It inevitably escalates when the 
players get in their minds that officials are 
not going to curtail the madness. On the 
other hand, if the official jumps in at the 
first couple of opportunities to take care 
of business, most players can count to five 
and almost all coaches to seven, and they 
will adjust. 

Basketball is meant to be played above 
the floor. Unnecessarily physical play 
brings it down to the floor. Managing the 
cutters is an essential element to both an 
enjoyable game and effective game control. 
When the job is done properly by the 
officials, everyone wins. 

+ Clean Screens
continued from p. 3
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Talk the Talk

There are three core values of 
any good official: Get the plays 
right, be a good communicator 

and manage the game. Enough has 
been said about getting plays right and 
more can be said about managing the 
game, but as the season gets going, 
review the following checklist about 
communication. See if there is at least 
one concept in the list that you had not 
thought of and incorporate it into your 
pregame preparation.

1. Be professional at all times. 
Hostility is a no-win situation, but 
friendliness does not guarantee a 
positive outcome.

Coaches are entitled to a polite and 
courteous answer to a question they 
have about a difficult play or ruling 
you or your partners have made. If the 
question can be answered with a “yes” 
or a “no,” try adding the word “sir” 
or “ma’am” to the answer, as in “Yes 
sir” or “No, ma’am.” That professional, 
courteous reply might be all that is 
needed.

2. KISS: Keep it simple stupid. 
When a short, concise answer won’t do, 
keep these thoughts in mind. Tell the 
truth. Be straightforward. Use terms 
the coach can understand. Try to end 
the conversation in a positive manner.

3. Use the “Three A” strategy. In 
those rare cases when you know you or 
your partners have gotten it wrong, use 
a “Three A” strategy.

• Accept responsibility.
• Apologize if needed.
• Advance by trying to end the 

conversation on a positive note.
4. Do your homework! In other 

words, practice and prepare for 
those inevitable confrontations and 
conversation that are going to pop up 
in every game. Try these homework 
tips for size:

• Practice out loud in front of a 
mirror. You would be surprised at how 
effective that is.

• Develop answers to questions you 
are likely to be asked. For example, 
a coach will ask, yell or suggest 
something like, “Hey John, didn’t he 
(pick one) travel, foul him on the shot, 
push off to get free, etc.?” If you saw 
the play and did not see the infraction, 
your answer might be, “I didn’t see it 
that way,” or “I was watching the play 

+  See “Talk the Talk” p .6 BR
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The Stop Sign
(Or Is It?)
One unapproved signal, yet so many 
different meanings. How many different 
ways have you used the “stop sign”?

Conversation with a coach during 
a game is something that will always 
occur. Sometimes that exchange of 
information between a coach and official is 
conversational, sometimes it is not. When 
and where to draw the line is debatable 
and depends on many variables. It could 
be the quantity of what is being said or 
it could be a particular line that flips your 
trigger.

When you have made the decision 
to let the coach know you have heard 
enough, let him or her know visually as well 
as verbally. While verbally informing the 
coach enough is enough, give the coach 
the stop sign, as shown by former NCAA 
official John Cahill. By giving the warning 
verbally and visually, your physical actions 
will be on video. If the coach crosses 
the proverbial line after that point, you 
will be on the record as having given a 
warning to the coach. You give the signal 
emphatically, essentially saying, “Enough 
is enough.” And most often, your blood 
is beginning to boil and your internal 
temperature is beginning to overheat. That 
is the most popular use of the stop-sign 
signal.

Yet other times, the coach’s actions may 
not be out of line, but the gymnasium is 
loud and you simply want to indicate, “OK, 
OK, I heard you.” You are not as angry as 
in the previous example, but your point 
is still made and shown. Sometimes that 
subtle acknowledgment is all that you 
need.

But what else can the stop sign show? 
It is often used to communicate with 
a partner, coach or table that a player 
has just committed his or her fifth foul, 
something completely different from the 
previous examples but still used by many 
officials.

How about when it is used to calm down 
a player or an excited partner? It is still 
the stop sign but now has a completely 
different usage. One player is frustrated 
after getting thrown to the floor and quickly 
gets up to confront the other player. You 
get between the players and motion to 
the frustrated player with the stop sign to 
essentially, “Take it easy.” In essence, you 
are warning the player not to take matters 
into his or her own hands.

Or your partner has just called a 
technical foul on the coach of team A and 
as you come over to find out the specifics, 
he or she is at Mach 10 on the intensity 
level. As your partner is spewing syllables 
at you regarding specifics of the unsporting 
technical foul, you mention, “Easy, calm 

down, we’ll get this figured out,” all 
the while with your hand extended in a 
calming, reassuring manner. Yet another 
usage of the proverbial “stop sign.”

Even the most literal might argue you 
are using the sign every time you signal 
the number five as a fouler, a five-second 
throw-in violation or a five-second closely 
guarded violation. That is a stretch, but still 
the same signal.

Whatever the case, its usage can be 
positive, proactive and extremely beneficial 
when used to communicate. Just make 
sure you understand what it’s saying. £
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right in front of me.”
If after an exchange with a coach, 

you feel like the issue at hand has not 
been settled to the coach’s satisfaction 
(you can usually tell that is the case if 
the coach is still harping on the play 
every time you get within 25 feet of 
him or her), you have two options — 
ignore the coach and do your job or 
if convenient, tell him or her, “Coach 
that’s enough, I’m sorry you feel that 
way, but I have got to officiate the 
game.”

Critique your answers. On the ride 
home, replay the conversations that 
stick with you. Would you have said 
something different or said the same 
thing differently if you had the chance 
to answer the question again?

Finally, as you prepare for the 
season and work to improve your core 
value communication skills, use the 
checklist provided below. 

Communication 
Checklist

Use the following principles to guide your 
communication with coaches:

£  Keep your goal in mind.
£  Act like the expert you are.
£  Be friendly.
£  Be brief.
£  Be direct.
£  Be positive.

• Use layman terms; do not be too 
technical.

• If you make a mistake, correct 
it right away.

• Think before you speak. You 
cannot be misquoted if you do 
not say it.

+ Talk the Talk
continued from p. 5 When Two Trails Are Better 

Than One

Have you ever heard the 
phase, “Primary areas shift”? 
Understanding our home base 

for each position is important, but there 
are times we must shift where our home 
is to better respond to other needs. The 
players and the action areas dictate those 
needs.

Sometimes our primaries simply 
extend and our physical position remains 
the same. Other times, we must move to 
see those action areas presented.

There are times where it could be 
said that the crew has two trails and no 
center. One of those times occurs when 
there are four or more players above 
the three-point line. The MechaniGram 
shows a high-ball screen occurring and 
one such example. That is a play the trail 
cannot officiate alone. Having the center 
at the home base of the free-throw line 
extended is not the best position to assist 
the crew at this snapshot of the game. 
The crew is best served to have two trails 
on the play.

Meanwhile, the lead can extend the 
coverage area while keeping his or her 
home position. The trail has moved out 
of the 28-foot home position. The center 
moves as well to extend the coverage 
to the best view of the first engaged 
match-up in what would be a secondary 
coverage area.

The trail should officiate the ball 
screen from top to bottom, and the center 
from bottom to top. Once A1 drives 
toward the free-throw lane, the center 
should reposition back toward his or her 
home position.

Another example is when a team 
might deploy a four-corners offense in 
an effort to slow things down or run time 
off the clock.

In situations such as those, you will 
want the crew to have two trails. When 
four or more players are not above the 
three-point line, the center is best in 
his or her home position one or two 
steps above or below the free-throw line 
extended. 

HOME VISITORSCORER & TIMER
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Count on It

Visible counting is a part of 
officiating that should be done 
properly, not sloppily. Accurately 

enforcing a visible five-second or 
10-second count, at times, adds to the 
excitement of the game.

Count with a snap and energy as 
shown in the PlayPic. Make sure your 
count is accurately displaying the time 
span required. In lopsided games, you 
can stay mentally focused by practicing 
syncing your counts with the game clock 
to determine your accuracy. Is it too fast? 
Too slow? 

To add to your credibility, know the 
game time when starting a count. If the 
clock shows 4:10 on a throw-in and after 
a 10-second violation it shows 3:59, you 
can easily explain that information to 
the coach to ensure the prescribed time 
ran off the clock. A coach cannot say 
much when you provide that additional 
information.

The mechanics of the type of count 
vary across codes. Use the proper 

mechanics for the game you are working 
on a given night.

Practice your count in a mirror with 
snap and energy. Does it portray strength 
and credibility? 

Those Precious Timeouts

Information is power. It is easily 
accessible. Google anything imaginable 
and you will find something on the 

topic. Late in basketball games, make it 
a point to check or know the number of 
timeouts that each team has left. Double-
check throughout the game that the 
scoreboard reflects the correct amount as 
the official scorer has.

Keeping the number of timeouts 
in mind helps with a team’s possible 
strategies. Share the information with your 
partners. Some will give that information to 
the coach unsolicited in late-moment stages 
of the game. Some sports, even require 
officials to tell the head coaches how many 
timeouts they have left. In basketball, that is 
often debated among partners.

Some choose not to give the information 
to coaches because coaches often do not 
want to be bugged every timeout by an 
official with the fact that they have four, 
three, two or one timeout left. Some 
coaching staffs will have a specific person 
responsible for that task.

The mechanics books indicate officials 
are to notify a coach when the team has 
used its allotted timeouts.

It can backfire on those that like to keep 
the coaches in the loop on all timeouts. 
What happens when the coach has two 
timeouts left and you tell the coach he or 
she only has one left? Or you say the coach 
has one left but he or she is out of timeouts?

If a team is out of timeouts, but thinks 
it has one left and requests a timeout, it is 
a technical foul. That could be followed by 
another technical foul because of an irate 
coach and the misinformation provided by 
the officials. A slippery slope when wrong.

So what should you do when a coach 
asks you how many timeouts he or she has 
left? When that happens, unless already 
informed by the official scorer that the team 
is out of timeouts, direct the coach to check 
with the scorers’ table. Do not provide the 
coach the wrong information.

What is the point? They already (in their 
minds) have enough things to yell at you 
about, so why give them another reason?

Know the information so you can 
use it to your benefit. Discuss with your 
local associations the food for thought 
provided. And understand the potential 
to open a can of worms that you may not 
want to open. 

THE BEST CALL 
YOU’LL MAKE 

ALL YEAR!

NASO
SPEAKERS
BUREAU

Mike Pereira

Steve Javie

Use your connections and 
infl uence in your daily 

jobs and lives to discover 
speaking opportunities.

If you provide us with a valid 
opportunity that leads to an 

actual appearance for our 
speakers, you are eligible 

to receive a free trip to 
the NASO Summit and an 

award from NASO.

HELP NOW – Visit 
www.nasospeakersbureau.com/help

Clete Blakeman
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Follow the Lead Dog

Times change (thank goodness). 
While many still work the crew of 
two, crews of three are becoming 

more common, and folks are getting more 
demanding of that third official. While 
all partners are equal, the lead retains the 
name, and with good reason. He or she 
leads the play to the endline, and when 
he or she needs to move across the free-
throw lane, the lead does so, triggering a 
rotation of his or her two partners.

It is a tricky position to work, so 
here are some helpful tips on working 
the position, both in the crew of two 
and three. Note, however, some of the 
following tips might take you outside 
of the teachings of your association or 
assigner. You can try them, if approved, 
but make certain it is OK with both your 
crew and your assigner before putting 
any into practice.

Pregame. You have an obligation to 
discuss what you plan to do on the court 
with your crew, especially if you are going 
to try something slightly different as the 
lead. Here are three great examples:

1. “Hey, I know we’re working two-
person today. I just want to let you know, 
don’t freak out if I come across as the lead 
to watch players in the post. You just keep 
watching the ball, OK? You still have the 
drive. I’m only watching the post. So if the 
ball comes to the post, I’ll take the ball and 
you can look off-ball. I’ll go back across the 
first chance I get.” 

When that happens, it might leave 
a couple of players on the far weakside 
unwatched. That is a tradeoff you are 
willing to make.

2. “In this crew of three, I’m going to 
come across often early on. Let’s do that 
until we figure out the offense. Hey, we’re 

all good enough to pick up on the rotation, 
right? Even if they just pass-pass-pass across 
the top, until we get that offense down, let’s 
just go like it says in the manual.”

3. “If I start to go and I change my mind, 
I’ll toss my hands up and move quickly 
back into position. I mean, I won’t look like 
I’m surrendering to the police, I’ll just put 
my hands up like, ‘Oops, I don’t mean it,’ 
so you’ll better see me backing up to my 
position. Will that be helpful?”

Make sure in your pregame that you 
discuss specific situations for working the 
lead. Engage your partners by noting the 
unusual, unexpected and re-emphasize 
those pregame notes during the game if 
you have to: “Hey, remember, I might come 
across in the lead if those huge post players 
come across early. Let’s rotate when I do, 
OK?”

+  See “Follow the Lead Dog” p .9
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Rotate. Better to go and be wrong 
than to not go when you should. There 
is no excuse for missing the play on 
the strongside. Think of it this way (for 
the crew of three only): There is a huge 
moving screen down the middle of the 
free-throw lane, and if you want to get 
something on the other side of the free-
throw lane, you have got to buy a ticket 
to get there. That is simply not yours to 
get across that free-throw lane, except 
in a few specific situations that must be 
part of the pregame. It is best to rotate 
and be in position for the play.

What about a fast break? Who has 
the weakside play? You are the lead; the 
steal is right in front of you as the trail 
just a moment earlier. In a crew of two, 
do your best to get the best angle to 
make the ruling. In a crew of three, it is 
good practice for you first to get to the 
endline, then quickly cut across for the 
play. Some mechanics codes may allow 
you to cut across the court. That is right, 
you are well ahead of the play and the 
ball is on the other side of the court. By 
cutting across to the side of the dribbler, 
you can get into perfect lead position. 
Do it, but only if that is approved. If 
you are in good physical condition, it 
should not be much trouble to get down 
to the endline and across in time after 
evaluating if that would be necessary.

If you cannot cut across in time to 
get an angle, hold your spot and your 
whistle. You have to take on an extra 
task — checking to see if the center got 
down the court and into position. If 
the center is there, hold your whistle 
or post up on a double whistle to allow 
the center official to make a preliminary 
signal.

Assist when necessary. The center 
should be looking through the middle, 
picking up illegal screens and other off-
ball rule-breaking business. What, then, 
if you see such muck as the lead? You 
have specific duties but you, too, must 
make the unusual whistle through the 
free-throw lane only after your partners 
have clearly missed the ruling. It is OK to 
whistle late for unusual foul situations.

Observe games. Show up at a game 
with a clipboard and some evaluation 
forms (download some, make some 
up, does not matter). Pretend you are 
the NBA’s assigned instructor, even if 
watching on television. Write down 
your notes, to be shared with the crew 
after the game. Observing and taking 

notes will help you to see the entire game, 
crew and all. You will begin to know 
instinctively where the crew is and where 
it should be. Then when you work as the 
lead you will start noticing where your 
crew members are on the court. You will 
see exactly when the center needs you to 
rotate and maybe before it even happens. 
You will learn how offenses affect the 
crew positions. You will know when your 
center gets stuck at midcourt in the press 
during a trap, so you rotate quite early to 
balance the court and force that center to 
become the trail on the ball. 

You will learn to move for angle, 
more than moving window-to-window 
or wide-to-post, and most importantly, 
you will learn exactly when to rotate and 
when not to rotate. 

Participate in camps and do not stop 
asking questions. And whatever you 
do, rotate. Until you know it is perfectly 
OK not to, your crew will thank you for 

it. Be sure to thank them as well in the 
postgame. 

Oh, yeah. This is the last tip: Postgame 
with your crew. It will only make you all 
better officials, and is not that what this is 
all about? 

NOW WHAT?

REFEREE.COM/THET

JUST
$11.95

ITEM CODE: BBKTF-1
SIZE: 5.5” X 8.5”
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PRICE: $11.95

NASO PRICE: $9.56

THE T:  TECHNICAL FOULS
Take the uncertainty out of 

call ing technical fouls.
You need to know how to use 

them properly to ensure order 
and get the game under control .

Remind yourself to always look 
at the clock. You should look at the 
clock whenever you or a partner 
blows the whistle and when the ball 
is put into play. Use the strategy that 
whenever you cross any line on the 
court you should look at the clock. 
Training yourself to look at the clock 
more often will help your game 
management.

QUICK TIP

+ Follow the Lead Dog
continued from p. 8
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Let ’em Vent (A Little)

Have you ever had a player slide up 
to you during a stoppage of play 
and say, “Sir, could you please tell 

me how I can argue with you without being 
T’d up?” That is an interesting question. 
Players want to vent and more importantly 
they want to be heard.

As you travel down the road of 
officiating, there comes a wayward point 
where it hits about eight forks. That is the 
management of dissent. Some officials 
will issue a technical foul to any player for 
complaining, or even for extending any 
gaze employing both eyes at once. Others, 
who evidently have teenagers at home, 
will stand impassively, letting them blab as 
long as they do not throw things or become 
profane. Still others are somewhere in the 
middle and will treat their messages as with 
any other invasion of their sanity: They will 
listen — if there is a valid point, they will 
respond, but, at some point, they will put 
a stop to it if there is no sign of resolution. 
And the more of a stake somebody has 
in the game, the more it is reasonable to 
tolerate a bit more

Take WNBA officials for example, 

they will be dealing with professional 
athletes, who by nature will be assertive, 
knowledgeable and highly engaged in their 
activity. At that level, as with any other, not 
every play is going to be black-and-white, 
foul or no foul, and players’ competitive 
nature compels them to squawk sometimes. 
Most often, they are bleating at the shirt, not 
the person in it.

The philosophy that used to be 
prevalent was the notion that you had to 
constantly demonstrate that you were in 
control and the owner of the last word 
in any conversation, assuming you 
allowed one to occur. The reason was that 
authority was still, back 30-35 years ago, 
widely regarded as given and respect was 
demanded. Nowadays, authority has to 
earn respect and part of that entails opening 
it up to some scrutiny. People naturally 
question things more these days and 
officials certainly do not get a raincheck 
on that detail. Some painful news items of 
recent years have, in fact, made us suspect. 
It means that what might have been 
unthinkable in the past, like defending a 
decision, is now part of the job — within 

reason. The official does not have to be 
a doormat for players and coaches alike; 
more like a conduit. As long as some 
standard of decorum is maintained, there is 
much to be gained by allowing a player to 
speak his or her piece.

If a quiet word from you does no good, 
ask the captain to talk to that player. That 
process has to be handled expeditiously. 
Allowing a player to gripe for three 
quarters and then whacking him or her in 
the fourth quarter of a tightly contested 
game makes for a difficult conversation 
with your supervisor.

Experts on crowd behavior will tell you 
that fans and other participants work off 
of visual cues in deciding how they will 
respond to decisions that have been made 
and episodes that they witness. In general, 
they will follow the lead of whoever they 
determine to be the leader. Hence, if a 
coach goes ballistic and bites off the corner 
of his or her clipboard, that is seen as 
confirmation by sympathetic fans that they 
can go wild, too. By corollary, if a civilized 
interaction seems to be taking place, even if 

+  See “Let ‘em Vent” p .11

Back Away From the Play

An often-overlooked area across 
all levels of officiating, from 
youth to the NBA, is signaling 

while turning away from a play. It is a 
definite area in need of improvement 
for all.

In the PlayPic, the official has an out-
of-bounds ruling and properly signals 
the correct mechanics. If that official 
were the lead on the endline, it would be 
easy to stay open to the players keeping 
the head in line with the court.

If instead that was a trail or center 
official with the direction heading to the 
right, using the other arm and staying 
open to the court would be preferred.

The immediate action following 
a ruling, violation or foul can be 
problematic. It is more probable than 
not that those first few seconds are 
when the problems will occur. Work 
to keep four or six eyes on the court as 
much as possible.

The other signals to not turn your 
back to the play involve change of 
possession — traveling, player-control 

fouls, goaltending/basket interference 
and illegal screens. In addition to 
out-of-bounds plays, others include 
blocking fouls and rebounding fouls.

Keep your eyes on the players as 
much as possible. Give the non-ruling 
officials time to assume coverage before 
heading to your next task or position. 
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it is obviously over a contentious decision 
that has just been made, the participants 
will hedge on adding their own two-cents 
worth. It follows that the official can usually 
keep control by not appearing to escalate 
it. Sometimes easier said than done. Part 
of that involves using verbal judo to avoid 
making provocative comments that will 
make someone angrier. The second part is 
to avoid physical actions that communicate 
aggression: Doing what you can to appear 
to be the calmer and more-in-control one of 
the two of you in an interaction like that is 
bound to be your benefit.

Officials can improve their game 
management by occasionally cracking 
open the pressure-relief valve and letting 
the contestants vent. Often, all the players 
want to do is be heard, but sometimes they 
will pass along a gem that will alert you to 

things you have not observed, which you 
should be watching in controlling the game. 
Earning the player’s trust requires not only 
officiating skill, but also a balance between 

firmness and humanity.
A player’s complaint is not necessarily 

a threat to your control of the game. 
Sometimes it is a benefit. 

Two In, One Out

At times it becomes necessary to 
have a conversation with one of 
your partners after making a ruling. 

When that happens, it is OK. At the end of 
the day, it is important to get plays right 
because two minds are better than one.

When working in a two-person crew, 
limit those meetings because there is not an 
extra set of eyes to watch the players while 
both officials meet. When an extended 
conversation is needed, send the teams 
to their benches. The space and distance 
prevents the unforeseeable from occurring.

In crews of three, you do not have to 
send the teams to their benches as much. 
Maintain the “two in and one out” process 
— two officials meeting and one official 
observing the players. If an entire crew 
discussion is needed, send the teams to 
their benches.

Those discussions likely occur 
because of rules or obscure plays. A 
useful item to pregame is that when those 
discussions occur, every crew member 
must say something. It could simply be 
an agreement. Or better, it might be that 
something is not quite right. Whatever the 
case, speak your mind but be concise.

Often the crew dynamics scare off 
or prevent a partner from speaking up. 
They might be a rookie or veteran — good 

or poor with the rules. In the heat of the 
moment, it may be difficult to remember a 
rule. But if you think something is off, say 
so. Doing so allows everyone to rethink if 
the about-to-be ruling is correct. 

Those discussions are reflective of the 
crew. If you have something to contribute 
to your partners on the floor, but wait to 
share it in the locker room afterward, it is 
of no help to the crew.

In the PlayPic, the crew of three, after 
sending the teams to their benches, decides 
it is necessary to inform the coaches of 
the ruling they have on an obscure play. 
Two of the officials are explaining the 
ruling to both coaches at the division line. 
Likely, the referee on the game will lead 
the discussion with the second official 
providing help as needed. Bringing 
both coaches together is favored over 
meetings with each coach. An all-inclusive 
conference allows everyone to get the 
same information, questions answered and 
no conflicting information.

The third official can help prepare the 
teams to resume play and keep an eye on 
the players as they make their way back 
onto the court. In a crew of two, there is 
no extra set of eyes to bring the players 
back onto the floor, so it is best to move as 
quickly as possible. 

+ Let ‘em Vent
continued from p. 10
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Caught in a Trap

Teams like to create pressure by 
double-teaming their opponents. 
That makes for a unique challenge 

of having to rule on the legality of three 
players in a very confined space.

Consider two scenarios presented below 
based on the position the offensive player 
takes.

In PlayPic A, the offensive player 
keeps the ball up above the shoulders, 
maintaining an athletic position. In that 
situation, the ruling official wants to keep 
in mind that position is pro-offense. The 
offensive player should be able to pass the 
ball.

In PlayPic B, the offensive player takes 
the ball down, generally in a tuck position, 

no longer maintaining an athletic position. 
In that situation, the defense has succeeded 
in getting the offense in a disadvantaged 
position. The ruling official should be less 
inclined to rule a foul on the defense.

Once the offensive player takes the ball 
down, be inclined to let the defenders trap 
the offensive player. Being quick to rule a 
foul in those situations allows the offensive 
player an easy out to reset and regroup out 
of a disadvantaged situation.

The offensive player may initiate contact 
in attempt to get out of the disadvantaged 
position. Keep in mind who initiates 
contact. When a defender illegally affects 
the ballhandler’s RSBQ (in this case, 
balance) rule a foul. 

Two-Four or 
Twenty-Four

You have signaled the foul on the 
court and proceed to make your 
way to the table. Now what?

As you come to a stop, you make eye 
contact with the scorer and begin your 
foul report. Most officials will use their 
dominant hand. A good practice, however, 
that some officials use is their right hand 
for a foul corresponding to the team bench 
on that side of the scorer and their left 
hand for the other team.

Your high school mechanics dictate the 
use of one-hand mechanics. Even those 
who work college games use the high 
school mechanics when working high 
school games.

Verbalize the team color of the player 
that fouled. Then verbalize the numbers. 
Here is where the debate lies. Take for 
example the foul is committed by white 24.

Some officials will indicate, “white, 
twenty-four.” Other officials will say 
“white, two four.” Some even use both — 
“white, twenty-four, two, four.” None of 
those ways are technically incorrect.

However, there is a common belief 
that “twenty-four” is less confusing to 
the scorer since that is how the number is 
pronounced and refereed to on a regular 
basis. After seeing the report, the scorer 
can easily translate “twenty-four” to the 
number in the book and no confusion 
reigns if there was also a number two or a 
number four in the game at the same time.

Another important element to aiding 
in the success of your reporting is to slow 
down. There is no reason to speed through 
your reporting: The game cannot restart 
without you. By doing the right things, 
you are making the scorer’s job easier; that 
makes yours easier. 

A

B

As the lead official, the plays come 
toward you. The natural instinct is to 
be wired fast when things are coming 
at you. Instead, slow down and 
give yourself an extra moment to 
process the play versus react to what 
you think you saw.

QUICK TIP


